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Your DSP does what you tell it to do, so tell 

it to do what you want it to do.

After a decade of innovation and fierce 

competition, today’s leading DSPs are 

enterprise-grade solutions that enable 

marketers to execute impression-level 

bidding across hundreds of thousands of 

websites and apps.

But like most powerful technologies, 

successfully operating a DSP requires a 

commitment to understanding the platform 

and continuously improving its 

performance. Today’s savviest marketers 

are embracing new tools to train their DSPs 

to achieve their business objectives.

Introduction



DSPs offer a centralized bidding system from which advertisers can participate in 

auctions for display, video, and native inventory. Each time an impression becomes 

available on a publisher’s website or app, an ad exchange sends bid requests to 

dozens of DSPs. In less than a tenth of a second, each DSP evaluates the impression 

opportunity and responds with a bid price on behalf of an advertiser. The winning 

DSP then pays for the inventory and serves an ad. The process looks something like 

this:

The great majority of impressions never produce a positive business outcome. In the 

eyes of the DSP, they are wasted media investments. But some impressions do 

achieve the marketer’s goal – a click, a website sale, an app install. These 

impressions create a positive feedback loop that informs the DSP’s bidding logic. The 

DSP keeps a record of every purchased impressions – those that achieve the 

marketer’s campaign goal and those that don’t – and builds a predictive model that 

identifies the characteristics of good impressions. In the simplest case, an advertiser 

might configure a DSP campaign with the goal of achieving cost-efficient clicks. That 

campaign accrues cost (a penalty) for every won auction and also accrues some 

notion of revenue (a reward) for each clicked impression.

DSP Basics
Feedback Loops
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Based on the features of each incoming bid request (ad format, publisher, user, 

geography, time of day, etc.), the DSP predicts the likelihood that this impression 

will produce the marketer’s goal. If that predicted probability is high, the DSP will 

submit a high bid price. And if that predicted probability is low, the DSP will submit a 

low bid price, or no bid at all. While these predictive models can be quite complex, 

the bidding arithmetic is simple:

If the marketer configures a DSP campaign with a goal of achieving a $0.50 cost 

per click (CPC) and the DSP predicts that an impression has a 1.00% chance of 

being clicked, the DSP submits a bid price of $0.005 ($5.00 CPM).1

DSPs have gotten quite good at making these predictions. Upon launch, the typical 

DSP campaign enters a learning period, during which it accumulates performance 

data. This learning period tends to produce poor results relative to the marketer’s 

goal because the DSP is buying a diverse set of inventory with the primary 

objective of understanding which inventory characteristics achieve the marketer’s 

goals. But as the DSP gathers performance data, it begins to make performance 

predictions and submit optimized bid prices. These optimized bids are designed to 

achieve the marketer’s performance goal, and as campaign delivery shifts from 

learning bids toward optimized bids, performance improves.

1:  This is a bit of an over-simplification, particularly for first price auctions, but the basic math holds for the purposes of this 

whitepaper.

Optimized Bidding
Performance Goals & Predictions
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In the race for differentiation, DSPs have rolled out support for a wide range of 

campaign goals. Here are some of the most commonly-used out-of-the-box bidding 

objectives:

Bid Automation
Out-Of-The-Box Goals

With these out-of-the-box goals, marketers can configure campaigns to meet a 

broad set of business objectives. In some DSPs, marketers can even combine 

multiple “weighted goals” in a single campaign, enabling bid optimization based on 

multiple success metrics.

Website Sales: Similar to the website traffic approach, the marketer can place a conversion pixel 

on the website checkout page. Additionally, the marketer can pass cart size and revenue data into 

this conversion pixel, enabling bid optimization against an ROI goal.

App Installs: Through a data collection SDK, most app-oriented marketers already collect data 

about every app install. These SDKs can pass app install data to DSPs via a server-to-server 

integration, enabling bid optimization based on a cost per install (CPI) goal. Using this same 

mechanism, marketers can also optimize campaigns to app re-engagement and in-app purchases.

Viewability: Similar to video view optimization, DSPs can increasingly measure which impressions 

meet the MRC’s viewability standard. Also similar to video view optimization, some DSPs require 

custom creative tagging, and others natively support viewability tracking. In either case, the 

marketer can configure a campaign with a cost-per-viewable-impression goal.

Video Views: For upper funnel marketers with brand-building objectives, DSPs can measure which 

videos are watched to completion. Some DSPs require custom tagging of video creatives, but 

most natively support bid optimization with a cost-per-view campaign goal.

Website Traffic: By placing a conversion pixel on its website, the marketer can inform the DSP 

when an impression leads to a website visit. Regardless of whether the ad was clicked, the DSP 

can observe that a user was served an ad and subsequently visited the marketer’s website.

www.
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DSPs offer highly sophisticated bid optimization and a wide range of campaign 

optimization goals, and yet most marketers are dissatisfied with campaign 

outcomes.

These tend to be offline or omni-channel businesses for whom a significant portion 

of revenue happens in the physical world: retailers, CPGs, quick service 

restaurants, auto manufacturers and dealerships, telcos, financial services 

providers, insurance companies, B2B sales organizations. All of these marketing 

categories are highly dependent on digital marketing to achieve growth targets, but 

none of them naturally conforms to the data collection mechanisms required by 

DSPs. Instead of optimizing to business outcomes, these brands often optimize to 

proxy metrics. Auto manufacturers optimize to website lead form submissions; CPG 

brands optimize to video views; telcos optimize to website sales. These proxies 

were acceptable when DSP buying was an experimental line item in a media plan. 

But as marketers are tasked with proving media ROI, optimizing by proxy stalls the 

growth of DSP budgets.

Pixel-based feedback is at the core of all out-of-the-box DSP 

bid optimization. But there are many brands who cannot 

communicate their goals through a pixel.

Bid Automation
Pixels Don’t Measure My Business
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Perhaps more alarming than the challenges of offline brands is the wave of poor 

DSP performance results from e-commerce brands, who are naturally suited to 

pixel-based optimization. As these brands develop more mature measurement 

approaches, they are identifying a fundamental flaw of DSP bidding arithmetic: 

budgets tend to flow toward users with the highest purchase intent. Close 

inspection of DSP bidding behavior reveals charts that look like the this:

Impressions with very low predicted conversion rates result in very low bid prices, 

which tend to produce lost auctions. And impressions with modest predicted 

conversion rates result in modest bid prices and modest win rates.

The trouble lies with impressions that have high predicted conversion rates. These 

impressions are typically opportunities to reach users who are already on the path 

to purchase. Their conversion rates are high whether or not they are reached by 

advertising. And while there aren’t many of these users, they capture high 

impression volumes at premium prices, consuming a disproportionate share of the 

marketer’s budget. Through retargeting suppression lists and maximum bid price 

constraints, the marketer can contain the over-bidding problem, but the DSP 

remains in search of high conversion rates, not high impact advertising. The 

marketer lives in conflict with its DSP.

Bid Automation
Over-Optimizing For Conversions
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Hope is not lost. DSPs recognize the challenges of both types of marketers and are 

coming to market with tools to better align DSP bidding with real business 

outcomes. We see two philosophies for achieving better bid optimization:

DSPs who support choreography enable 

marketers to codify business rules for 

how their campaigns should bid. They 

prioritize control and give marketers the 

tools to orchestrate finely tuned bidding 

strategies. Like a choreographer planning 

a performance, the marketer plans each 

move its DSP makes.

The Path To Better 

Bidding

CoachingChoreography

DSPs who support coaching enable 

marketers to supply richer performance 

feedback to improve automated bid 

optimization. They prioritize algorithmic 

efficiency and give marketers the tools to 

train customized models. Like a coach 

leading a team, the marketer provides 

ongoing feedback to its DSP on 

successes and failures, making the 

bidding logic stronger and smarter.
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The choreographed bidding philosophy traces its origins to AdWords, which 

enables search marketers to apply bid factors that refine CPC bid prices based on 

marketer-supplied business rules. These bid factors can be applied across lots of 

dimensions including daypart (bid less on weekends), device characteristics (bid 

more for iPhone users), and audience (bid more for recent website visitors). These

AdWords bid factors were designed 

with workflow benefits in mind. They 

enable search marketers to create 

precise bidding rules without building 

hundreds of ad groups.

With a similar workflow benefit in mind, 

The Trade Desk brought bid factors to 

the DSP space in 2011. In The Trade 

Desk’s user interface, buyers can 

configure a single ad group with a base 

bid and a variety of bid factors. For 

each impression opportunity, The 

Trade Desk dials the base bid up or

In addition to the original promise of workflow efficiency, bid 

factors enable the marketer to influence bidding based on 

information that the DSP’s automatic bid optimization 

cannot detect. 

Why Choreograph?
Imagine a pizza delivery service that 

knows advertising is most effective 

while football games are airing. Using 

bid factors, it can instruct its DSP to 

more on Monday nights. Bid factors 

give the marketer a mechanism for 

combining its business intelligence 

with a DSP’s bidding algorithm.

down based on the multiplication of all bid factors. DoubleClick Bid Manager, along 

with many additional small and large DSPs, are rolling out user interface support for 

bid factors.

Choreography
Bid Factors
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For sophisticated marketers who want to entirely supplant a DSP’s bidding 

algorithm, some DSPs are deploying “bring your own algorithm” (BYOA) initiatives. 

AppNexus has been most active in this category, launching the AppNexus

Programmable Bidder in 2017. Using a proprietary language called Bonsai, 

AppNexus customers can write custom decision trees that either augment or 

entirely replace the default bidding algorithm. Additionally, AppNexus customers 

can combine custom logistic regression models with Bonsai-based decision trees. 

The Trade Desk, MediaMath, and others have also recently deployed support for 

similar custom algorithm capabilities.

Bring your own algorithm supports choreography at scale. 

Marketers who want to implement thousands of 

combinations of bidding rules can overcome user interface 

constraints by uploading codified bidding algorithms.

Like bid factors, marketers can use a wide range of impression attributes to inform 

bid prices. Common model features include the user’s location and device, the day

Why Choreograph?
Imagine an insurance brand that 

knows the characteristics of its best 

customers. Through a BYOA 

implementation, the marketer can 

supply user-level quality scores to its 

DSP, enabling bid optimization based 

on predicted customer lifetime value.

of week and time of day, and the 

publisher’s property and placement. 

Additionally, some BYOA 

implementations allow marketers to 

assign scores to each user, enabling 

different bid prices based on each 

user’s predicted value to the brand. 

Through user scoring, BYOA allows the 

marketer to choreograph the bidding 

behavior of its DSP across any 

impossibly-large number of scenarios.

Choreography
Bring Your Own Algorithm
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Whether through bid factors or BYOA, marketers who utilize a choregraphed 

bidding approach actively tell their DSP how to bid. But most marketers aren’t in the 

business of bid optimization and prefer to delegate that responsibility to their DSP 

partners. Like a coach helping a player improve, these brands provide constant 

feedback to their DSP to help improve its bid optimization performance.

The default approach for utilizing a DSP’s automatic bid optimization is to fire a 

conversion pixel for every sale. But this approach is incompatible with the great 

majority of businesses who transact in the physical world. For these brands, DSPs 

are building “synthetic conversion” capabilities that mimic the behavior of a 

conversion pixel for offline sales.

Among these solutions, DoubleClick’s 

Offline Conversions API is the most 

mature. Marketers can upload sales 

records to the DoubleClick platform 

through an API. Each API call specifies a 

user identifier, a timestamp, and 

additional descriptive information like 

cart size and revenue. Within the 

DoubleClick Bid Manager user interface, 

these synthetic conversion events are 

treated just like classic pixel-based

Synthetic conversions allow offline brands to manufacture 

pixel fires for real-world sales, unlocking the DSP bid 

optimization capabilities previously available only to e-

commerce brands.

Why Coach?
Imagine a retailer who has access to 

cash register transaction data. Or an 

auto dealership who can acquire foot 

traffic data from a third party data 

supplier. These brands can 

manufacture synthetic conversions to 

train their DSP to optimize toward real 

world business outcomes.

website conversions and can be used for automated bid optimization. Almost all 

major DSPs have some degree of support for synthetic conversions.

Coaching
Synthetic Conversions
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Synthetic conversions, while extraordinarily useful for offline brands, have two 

drawbacks. First, like website pixels, they reward the DSP for participating in a sale, 

not for changing consumer behavior. This causes the same incrementality issue that 

e-commerce brands experience. The second drawback of synthetic conversions is 

that they assume the marketer’s goal is a sale. Marketers with upper funnel 

objectives like unique reach need an entirely different approach to bid optimization.

Unlike synthetic conversions, which 

identify good users, impression scoring 

identifies good impressions. While far 

more complex to implement, impression 

scoring maximizes the marketer’s ability 

to provide specific feedback to its DSP. 

Among the major DSPs, MediaMath

has been most active in the impression 

scoring space through an offering

Impression scoring is a more 

expressive variation of DSP 

coaching, but it requires 

sophisticated data systems.

Why Coach?
Imagine an e-commerce brand who 

has developed a multi-touch attribution 

model to assign value to each 

impression along a shopper’s path to 

purchase. Or a CPG brand who wants 

to utilize its DSP to achieve 

incremental reach beyond its 

publisher-direct sponsorships. These 

brands can use impression scoring to 

train their DSP to optimize bidding 

based on a highly proprietary KPI.

called Third Party Attribution. Through a daily log file, marketers assign a value 

score to each impression purchased on their behalf by MediaMath, and 

MediaMath’s bidding algorithm optimizes to achieve maximum impression scores. 

Marketers can use this capability to reward impressions that score well under a 

multi-touch attribution model, impressions that successfully reach a target 

demographic, or impressions that achieve incremental reach relative to all other 

active campaigns. DoubleClick Bid Manager has also recently begun testing a 

similar impression scoring capability.

Coaching
Impression Scoring
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Automation Choreography Coaching

Pixel-Based 

Feedback
Bid Factors

Bring Your Own 

Algorithm

Synthetic 

Conversions

Impression 

Scoring

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

So Who Does

What?



Finding Your Path

DSPs are recognizing that marketers need better tools to optimize programmatic 

campaigns, but the diversity of approaches suggest there is no one-size-fits-all 

solution. Here are a few questions to consider as you evaluate potential bidding 

strategies:

Does your brand want to maximize control over how your campaigns bid? If so, consider a 

choreographed approach. You will need to take a more active role in bid optimization, but 

you’ll also have more clarity into the way your campaigns behave.

Does your brand want to leverage the automated bid optimization capabilities of your 

DSP? If so, consider a coaching approach. You will likely need to closely monitor how your 

customized feedback system impacts bidding behavior, but you’ll be taking maximum 

advantage of the predictive modeling capabilities of your DSP.

How sophisticated is your marketing operation? Are you equipped to develop a custom 

algorithm? Do you have the data warehousing resources to supply impression scores to 

your DSP? Think of Bring Your Own Algorithm initiatives as an enhanced version of Bid 

Factors. Similarly, think of Impression Scoring as an enhanced version of Synthetic 

Conversions. For brands with the resources, these enhancements can create a significant 

competitive advantage. For brands who lack these resources, the entry-level variations 

can create step change marketing improvements with minimal effort.

Mostly, ask the right questions of your DSP. DSPs have developed tremendously 

sophisticated bidding systems that are now capable of solving a wide range of 

marketing challenges. Make the investment to learn how to take full advantage of 

your DSP’s capabilities. Remember: Your DSP does what you tell it to do, so tell it to 

do what you want it to do.
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